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Abstract

This dissertation is a collection of previously-published manuscript and conference pa-

pers. In this dissertation, we will deal with a stochastic unit commitment problem with cool-

ing systems for gas generators, a robust unit commitment problem with demand response

and uncertain wind generation, and a power grid vulnerability analysis with transmission

line switching. The latter two problems correspond to our theocratical contributions in two-

stage robust optimization, i.e., how to efficiently solve a two-stage robust optimization, and

how to deal with mixed-integer recourse in robust optimization. Due to copyright issue, this

dissertation does not include any methodology papers written by the author during his PhD

study. Readers are referred to the author’s website for a complete list of publications.
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1 Introduction

Many gas generators, especially in warm areas, are equipped with cooling systems that

can significantly improve power output efficiencies. However, the operations of cooling sys-

tems and their impact on unit commitment problems have not been investigated analytically.

In chapter 2, we build mathematical forms to capture the operations and costs of running

cooling systems. Then we develop a stochastic unit commitment model with operations and

costs from cooling systems for stochastic demand. Finally, computation results from a real

power system are presented.

On the other hand, both demand response (DR) strategy and renewable energy have

been adopted to improve power generation efficiency and reduce greenhouse gas emission.

However, the uncertainty and intermittent generation pattern in wind farms and the com-

plexity of demand side management pose huge challenges. In chapter 3, we analytically

investigate how to integrate DR and wind energy with fossil fuel generators to (1) minimize

power generation cost; and (2) fully take advantage of the wind energy with the managed

demand to reduce greenhouse emission. We first build a two-stage robust unit commitment

(UC) model to obtain day-ahead generator schedules where wind uncertainty is captured by

a polytopic uncertainty set. Then, we extend our model to include DR strategy such that

both price levels and generator schedules will be derived for the next day. For these two

challenging models, we derive their mathematical properties and develop a novel solution

method. Our computational study on an IEEE 118-bus system with 36 units shows that

robust UC models can fully make use of wind generation with less generation cost. Also, the

developed algorithm is computationally superior to classical Benders decomposition method.

Finally, vulnerability analysis of a power grid, especially in its static status, is often

performed through solving a bi-level optimization problem, which, if solved to optimality,
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yields the most destructive interdiction plan with the worst loss. As one of the most effective

operations to mitigate deliberate outages or attacks, transmission line switching recently

has been included and modeled by a binary variable in the lower level decision model.

Because this bi-level (or an equivalent min-max) problem is a challenging nonconvex discrete

optimization problem, no exact algorithm has been developed, and only a few recent heuristic

procedures are available. In chapter 4, we present an equivalent single-level reformulation of

this problem, and describe a column-and-constraint generation algorithm to derive the global

optimal solution. Numerical study confirms the quality of solutions and the computational

efficiency of the proposed algorithm. Discussion and analysis of the mitigation effect of line

switching are also presented in the chapter.

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes our work in a stochastic unit

commitment problem with cooling systems for gas generators; Chapter 3 presents a robust

unit commitment problem with demand response and uncertain wind generation; Chapter 4

corresponds to a power grid vulnerability analysis with transmission line switching.
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2 A Stochastic Unit Commitment Model with Cooling Systems

2.1 Note to Reader

This chapter has been previously published c©2013 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission,

from Long Zhao, Bo Zeng and Brian Buckley, A Stochastic Unit Commitment Model With

Cooling Systems, IEEE Transactions on Power Systems, Feb. 2013 [85]. The second author,

Dr. Bo Zeng, contributed for part of technical section; and the third author, Mr. Brian

Buckley, identified the background and significance of this application.

2.2 Background

Unit commitment (UC) problem determines generators’ on/off statuses and output levels

to satisfy forecasted customer demand (or system load) with the least generation cost, con-

sisting of generator start-up costs, fixed costs (no load costs), and fuel costs ([46, 65, 86]).

Given the importance of power generators and the fact that fuel cost accounts for up to

60 percent of total operating cost, the unit commitment problem is arguably the most im-

portant operation problem in the power industry. Extended from a basic unit commitment

model that considers only generators and the deterministic load information, many variants

have been developed and studied, including SCUC with transmission security requirements

([40, 48, 77]), UC with stochastic demands and integration of renewable energy supplies

([25, 71, 73]). See [55] for a review of unit commitment problems.

Although numerous papers have been published on modeling and fast solution methods

for UC problems, to the best of our knowledge, none have considered one practical problem:

gas generator efficiency related to inlet air temperature. Given the fact that many cooling

systems have been installed for gas turbine generators to change the inlet air temperature and

thus improve their efficiency, the authors believe it is important to incorporate analytically

the operations and impacts of cooling systems into current UC models. The authors are not
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aware of any papers on UC that consider the effect of temperature on gas generators, or UC

with cooling systems operations.

In practice, the actual power generation of a gas generator is directly affected by the

temperature of the inlet air to the turbine. This relationship can be described linearly as in

Figure 1 ([76]), which suggests that cooling inlet air leads to higher efficiency. The reason is

that physically cool air is denser and can give the turbine a higher mass-flow rate, resulting

in an increase in turbine output and efficiency. So, on a hot day, the high temperature will

significantly reduce the performance of a gas turbines. For example, a gas turbine generator

that produces 200MW per hour when the ambient temperature is 50oF may produce only

150MW per hour when the inlet air temperature rises to 100oF. The 50MW loss, at a price

of approximately $50 to more than $100 per MWh means as much as a $12500 to $25000

loss of revenue for the power producer in 5 hours. Actually, during hot summers, according

to a local power plant in Florida, the largest loss in generating capacity coincides with the

peak load (see Figure 2). A similar observation is reported in [59], and the lost capacity is

treated as “hidden treasure”. Such a situation poses a great challenge to system operators

in managing generators, controlling generation cost, and satisfying green house gas emission

restrictions. To address this issue, cooling systems that cool the turbine inlet air have been

developed and commercialized. Because reducing the temperature of the turbine inlet air

even by just a few degrees can increase power output substantially, many gas generators,

especially those working in warm or hot environments, have had cooling systems installed to

compensate for the efficiency loss caused by high air temperatures. In spite of the importance

of cooling systems on power generators, the authors are not aware of any research on UC

involving the operations and impact of cooling systems. The lack of technical support to

the operations of cooling systems often leads them to be operated under simple rules in an

ad hoc fashion. For example, one policy used by a local power plant in Florida states that

“if a gas generator is running below the maximum generating level, then keep the cooling

system off; otherwise, the cooling system can be turned on if necessary.” Obviously, such a

4
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Figure 1: Cooler Inlet Air Yields Higher Turbine Output ([76])
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Figure 2: Demand and Capacity versus Air Temperature

rule is not optimal because generator schedules and cost factors are ignored. Also, without

explicitly considering the operations and impact of cooling systems, a UC model probably

cannot yield an optimal schedule for a set of generators with the least generation cost. Thus,

there is a clear need to extend the research on UC models to incorporate the operations and

effects of cooling systems.

To address this need and to bridge the gap between industrial practice and academic

research, the authors systematically studied a unit commitment problem with consideration

of cooling systems. Because we believe that load is a critical factor in determining the

operations of cooling systems and that forecasting often is inaccurate, we performed our

research with a 2-stage stochastic unit commitment model where the forecasted load is

represented by a set of probabilistic scenarios. As a result, we built a novel UC model by

integrating a 2-stage stochastic UC formulation with the operations and costs of cooling
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Table 1: Nomenclature Used in Chapter 2

i Gas generator
t Time period
k Breaking point of piecewise linear approximation of generation cost
s Scenario
ATit Ambient temperature at time t at generator i’s location
ADit Dew temperature at time t at generator i’s location
dst Demand at time t in scenario s
li, ui Minimum/maximum generation limits of unit i
mi

+,m
i
− Minimum up/down limits

∆i
+,∆

i
− Ramping up/down limits of unit i

pGik Output level at breaking point k in piecewise linear approximation
of generator i

cNLi No-load(fixed) cost of unit i
cSUi Startup cost of unit i
cik Fuel cost at output level pik
ρ Cooling system efficiency
cOMi Operating and maintenance cost of cooling system i for an extra

unit of power generation
cFixi Fixed cost of operating cooling system i
p(s) Probability of scenario s
Qi Maximum spinning reserve contribution from unit i
Rs
t Spinning reserve requirement of time t in scenario s

xsit Planed generation level of unit i at time t in scenario s
vit Binary variable, (if 1) unit i is started up at time t
wit Binary variable, (if 1) unit i is shut down at time t
yit Binary variable, (if 1) unit i is running at time t
λsitk Positive linear combination of k breaking points of generator i at

time t in scenario s
zsit Binary cooling system on/off variable for unit i at time t in scenario

s
rsit Spinning reserve from generator i at time t in scenario s

6



systems. We denoted it by a 2-stage stochastic UC-cooling model. To the best of our

knowledge, it is the first analytical model to consider a UC model with the operations

and costs of cooling systems. We performed a set of experiments on a real power system

operated by a local utility company. In particular, the performance, including generation

cost decrease and robustness of the system obtained from using the integrated stochastic

model, was compared with that obtained from using the practical decision rule.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.3, mathematical forms for the impact

of cooling systems on generator performances are abstracted. Section 2.4 describes the de-

veloped integrated stochastic UC-cooling model. Section 2.5 presents a set of computational

results to demonstrate the economic benefits that derive from considering the operations and

impacts of cooling systems. Nomenclature used in this chapter is listed in Table 1.

2.3 Characteristics and Operations of Cooling Systems

In this section, the background and operations of cooling systems are described analyti-

cally. In practice, different kinds of cooling systems have inherent advantages and disadvan-

tages, and the most widely used are evaporative coolers and chiller coils ([29]). This paper

focuses on evaporative coolers, and cooling systems are used in the remainder of this paper

for convention. Chiller coils with a stronger cooling ability at a relatively high cost can be

analyzed in a similar way.

Unlike the commitment of generators, which has to be determined day-ahead, the opera-

tions of cooling systems are made in real time. That is, the system operators can decide the

on/off statuses of cooling systems according to actual demand. By using cooling systems,

the inlet air temperature can be reduced from ambient temperature AT towards dew-point

AD by 100ρ%, where ρ is the cooling efficiency taking values between 0.85 and 0.9 ([44, 76]).

Consequently, the inlet air temperature into a gas turbine will be reduced to AT−ρ(AT−AD)

degrees. In this paper, ρ = 0.9. For example, given the 100oF ambient air temperature and

the 70oF dew-point, the inlet air temperature will be 100-0.9(100-70)=73oF departing from

the cooling systems.
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As shown in Figure 1 ([76]), the power output of a gas turbine is a linear inverse function

of the inlet air temperature. We sampled two points of the straight line and built the linear

function such that the scheduled output of a gas turbine x MW will turn out to be an

actual x
(
1.2− A′

300

)
MW, where A′ is the inlet air temperature. For example, if the inlet air

temperature is 60oF, the real output of a gas turbine is the same as the scheduled value but

will be less if the inlet air temperature is higher.

There exist a fixed cost and some operating and maintenance (O&M) cost for running

a cooling system. The O&M cost usually is regarded as a proportion of the extra power

output due to the use of cooling systems ([32]). Therefore, in this paper, we assume a linear

O&M cost of the extra power generation. Formally, each time a cooling system is turned on,

a fixed cost cFix will be incurred; if the planned output is x MW, by using cooling systems

the actual generation will increase from x
(

1.2− AT

300

)
MW to x

(
1.2− AT−ρ(AT−AD)

300

)
MW,

and the extra generation will be x
(
ρ(AT−AD)

300

)
MW with the cost of cOM per MW.

2.4 Stochastic UC-cooling Models

2.4.1 Optimal Stochastic UC-cooling Model

In this section, a general stochastic UC model with cooling systems is formulated, aptly

named SUC-C, to minimize the total cost.

min
T−1∑
t=0

I−1∑
i=0

(cNLi yit + cSUi vit) +
∑
i

∑
t

S−1∑
s=0

p(s)cFixi zsit

+
T−1∑
t=0

I−1∑
i=0

K−1∑
k=0

S−1∑
s=0

p(s)cikλ
s
itk

+
T−1∑
t=0

∑
i

S−1∑
s=0

p(s)xsitz
s
itρ(

ATit − ADit
300

)cOMi (2.1)

st. vit − wit = yit − yi,t−1,∀i, t ≥ 1; (2.2)

vi0 = yi0, ∀i (2.3)

t∑
h=t−mi

++1

vih ≤ yit,∀i, t ≥ mi
+ − 1; (2.4)

8



t∑
h=t−mi

−+1

wih ≤ 1− yit,∀i, t ≥ mi
− − 1; (2.5)

xsi,t+1 ≤ xsit + yit∆
i
+ + (1− yit)ui,

∀i, s, t = 0, 1, ..., T − 2 (2.6)

xsit ≤ xsi,t+1 + yi,t+1∆
i
− + (1− yi,t+1)ui,

∀i, s, t = 0, 1, ..., T − 2 (2.7)

xsit =
K−1∑
k=0

λsitkp
G
ik,∀i, t, s (2.8)

K−1∑
k=0

λsitk = yit,∀i, t, s (2.9)

∑
i

xsit

(
1.2− ATit − zitρ(ATit − ADit )

300

)
≥ dst , ∀t, s (2.10)

xsit + rsit ≤ uiyit,∀i, t, s (2.11)

rsit ≤ Qi,∀i, t, s (2.12)∑
i

rsit

(
1.2− ATit − zitρ(ATit − ADit )

300

)
≥ Rs

t ,∀t, s (2.13)

yit, z
s
it ∈ {0, 1};xsit, rsit, λsitk ≥ 0, vit, wit ∈ [0, 1]. (2.14)

The objective function (2.1) consists of start-up costs, no-load costs, fuel costs of gas

generators, and the fixed costs and O&M costs of cooling systems. Piecewise linear functions

are used to approximate the actual quadratic fuel cost functions of gas generators. To be

specific, the piecewise linear function for each generator i has K − 1 segments, with the

minimum/maximum generation limits (li, ui) as the end points, as shown in Figure 3.

Constraints (2.2-2.3) stand for start-up operations; that is, unit i is started up at the

beginning of period t if its status is off at time t − 1 and is on at time t. Constraints

(2.4-2.5) are minimum up/down constraints. If the unit i ∈ I is turned on(off) in one

period, it has to stay in the on(off) status for a minimum number of periods, denoted by

mi
+(mi

−). Simultaneously, the variables vit and wit can be relaxed to be continuous since

9
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they will be forced to be binary due to (2.2-2.5). Constraints (2.2-2.5) with continuous

vit and wit are proposed and investigated in [60], stating that those constraints are strong

(sometimes facet-defining) valid inequalities for UC problems. Constraints (2.6-2.7) are

ramping up/down limits in UC models ([36]). These constraints require that the maximal

increase in the generation level of the unit i from one period to the next cannot be more

than ∆i
+. Similarly, ∆i

− is introduced to restrict the maximal decrease of the unit i from

period to period. Constraints (2.8-2.9) illustrate the generation efficiency of each unit. If

the generator i at time t is off (yit = 0), then there is no power output (x = 0); otherwise

(yit = 1), the power output is a convex combination of the breakpoints of the piecewise linear

cost function. The minimization objective will force a unique combination. Constraint (2.10)

ensures that customer demand will be satisfied by actual power generation. Constraints

(2.11-2.13) state the spinning reserve requirement ([81]). After substituting xsit by the RHS

of (2.8) and linearizing λsitkz
s
it and rsitz

s
it by introducing new variables θsitk and πsit for all

i, t, k, s respectively, there is a mixed integer programming (MIP) problem as follows. Please

note that the nonnegativity of xsit is always true with the RHS of (2.8).

min
T−1∑
t=0

I−1∑
i=0

(cNLi yit + cSUi vit) +
T−1∑
t=0

I−1∑
i=0

K−1∑
k=0

S−1∑
s=0

p(s)cikλ
s
itk

+
T−1∑
t=0

∑
i

K−1∑
k=0

S−1∑
s=0

p(s)θsitkp
G
ikρ(

ATit − ADit
300

)cOMi

10



+
∑
i

∑
t

S−1∑
s=0

p(s)cFixi zsit; (2.15)

st. (2.2− 2.5), (2.12)

K−1∑
k=0

λsi,t+1,kp
G
ik ≤

K−1∑
k=0

λsitkp
G
ik + yit∆

i
+ + (1− yit)ui,

∀i, s, t = 0, 1, ..., T − 2 (2.16)

K−1∑
k=0

λsitkp
G
ik ≤

K−1∑
k=0

λsi,t+1,kp
G
ik + yi,t+1∆

i
− + (1− yi,t+1)ui,

∀i, s, t = 0, 1, ..., T − 2 (2.17)

K−1∑
k=0

λsitk = yit,∀i, t, s (2.18)

∑
i

K−1∑
k=0

λsitkp
G
ik

(
1.2− ATit

300

)
+
∑
i

K−1∑
k=0

θsitkp
G
ik

ρ(ATit − ADit )
300

≥ dst , ∀t, s (2.19)

θsitk ≤ λsitk,∀i, t, k, s (2.20)

θsitk ≤ zsit, ∀i, t, k, s (2.21)

θsitk ≥ λsitk + zsit − 1,∀i, t, k, s (2.22)

K−1∑
k=0

λsitkp
G
ik + rsit ≤ uiyit,∀i, t, s (2.23)

∑
i

rsit

(
1.2− ATit

300

)
+
∑
i

πsit
ρ(ATit − ADit )

300
≥ Rs

t ,∀t, s (2.24)

πsit ≤ rsit,∀i, t, s (2.25)

πsit ≤ zsitQi, ∀i, t, s (2.26)

πsit ≥ rsit + (zsit − 1)Qi, ∀i, t, s (2.27)

yit ∈ {0, 1}, vit, wit ∈ [0, 1],∀i, t;

zsit ∈ {0, 1}; θsitk, rsit, πsit ≥ 0,∀i, t, s, k

λsitk ≥ 0,∀i, t, s, k (2.28)

11



In particular, the nonlinear terms λsitkz
s
it in (2.10) are replaced by nonnegative variables

θsitk with extra constraints (2.20-2.22). If zsit = 0, constraint (2.21) and the nonnegativity of

θsitk will force θsitk to be 0, while if zsit = 1, constraints (2.20) and (2.22) will force θsitk = λsitk.

Similarly, the terms rsitz
s
it are linearized by introducing variables πsit with constraints (2.25-

2.27).

2.4.2 UC Models without Optimal Cooling Operations

Note that a regular stochastic UC model with the temperature consideration can be

obtained simply by setting zsit to 0 in the optimal stochastic UC-cooling model defined in

(2.15-2.28). We call this model SUC-0 for short.

As mentioned, the operations of cooling systems are not incorporated in daily UC schedul-

ing decisions of the local utility company. The system operators manually select and turn on

cooling systems if needed according to the previously-stated decision rule: “if a gas generator

is running below maximum generating level, then keep the cooling system off; otherwise, the

cooling system can be turned on if necessary.” To simulate that rule in generator scheduling,

one constraint is added to the SUC-C model:

(1− zits)ui ≥ ui − xits,∀i, t, s. (2.29)

This constraint can guarantee that when yit = 1, if the generating level xits < ui, zits will be

forced to be 0, i.e., the cooling system will be kept off; otherwise, zits could be either 0 or 1.

The decision-rule-induced UC model defined in (2.15-2.28) and (2.29) is called RUC-C for

short.

RUC-C is used as a benchmark to justify SUC-C model. If fact, RUC-C provides an

analytical solution that should be better the ad hoc operation fashion in practice. Therefore,

the performance improvement of SUC-C, compared with RUC-C, will be more significant

with respect to real practice.
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2.4.3 Solution and Model Improvement

Benders decomposition has been widely used to solve stochastic UC problems ([37, 48–

50]). Thus, we first implemented Benders decomposition with a Pareto-optimal cut ([51]) in

which all the binary variables including cooling systems decisions zsit are incorporated into

the first stage to balance the decomposed subsystems. Unfortunately, based on the testing

instances described in next section, we found that the performance of Benders decomposition

to these problems is significantly slower than CPLEX 12.2, a state-of-the-art commercial

solver ([1]). One possible reason is that Benders cuts are not so effective as the cuts added

by CPLEX, i.e., the flow cuts, in our specific problem. In Benders decomposition, the relative

gap will decrease to 1-2 percent in one or several minutes; however, the cuts provided by

CPLEX can reduce the gap less than 1 percent in one minute. For refining the gap from 1

percent to 0.01 percent, LP-based Branch-and-Bound used by the solver is more efficient in

our problem than cutting planes, ie., Benders cuts. Therefore, CPLEX was selected as the

basic solution approach.

In the computational study, it was observed that the commercial solver will encounter

some trouble in dealing with RUC-C. To address this issue, the RUC-C model was modified

by replacing (2.29) the following two constraints. Because the yit and zits are binary variables,

it is easy to see that the new model after this replacement is equivalent to the previous one.

(1− zits)(ui − li) ≥ (ui − xits)yit,∀i, t, s (2.30)

zits ≤ yit,∀i, t, s. (2.31)

Note that the nonlinear term xitsyit (or after xits is replaced by
∑K−1

k=0 λ
s
itkp

G
ik) can be lin-

earized easily in a way similar to (2.20-2.22) or (2.25-2.27).

Although neither (2.29) nor (2.30-2.31) can dominate the other one, the latter is stronger

when yit = 1 or yit = 0. For example, when yit = 1, the latter dominates the former since

ui ≥ ui − li. When ui − li is small, the dominance is very significant. Such results indicate

that, in the Branch-and-Bound algorithm, the model with (2.30-2.31) should have better
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computational performance. This was confirmed by our computational study on a real power

system. Using the commercial solver CPLEX, which implements the LP based Branch-and-

Bound method, the model with (2.30-2.31) performs drastically faster, approximately by 5

to 10 times, than the one with (2.29).

2.5 Computational Study

In this section, a computational study is presented and investigated the impact of cooling

systems on a stochastic day-ahead UC model (T=24 hours) by comparing the performance

of SUC-0, SUC-C, and RUC-C. The models were implemented in C++ with CPLEX 12.2

on a PC desktop with an Intel Core(TM) 2Duo 3.00GHz CPU and 3.25GB memory. The

relative gap is set to be 1e− 4 for terminating all problems.

The experiments were conducted on a real power system operated by a local utility com-

pany in Florida. The system has 16 generators, including 11 gas-fired and 5 coal-fired units,

to generate electric power to meet customer demand. The total capacity is approximately

4600MW and the average demand per hour is around a half of the capacity. In particu-

lar, the 5 coal-fired generators are must-run units to meet the base load (about 1100MW)

in each hour, while the remaining 11 gas generators are committed in daily operations to

meet variable demand. The experiment was conducted on the gas generators with respect

to variable demand. Because the performance of cooling systems depends heavily on the

ambient temperatures and dew points, the gas generators are grouped according to their

physical locations. To be specific, 1 gas unit (GU1) is at the first location, and 6 (GS1-GS6)

and 4 gas units (GK2-GK5) are located at the second and third places, respectively. All gas

generators are equipped with cooling systems.

The physical characteristics of the 11 gas generators are listed in Table 2, including the

maximum/minimum output levels, minimum up/down restrictions, and ramp rates. Note

that the ramp rates are only applicable to GS1 and GS2. The hourly ambient temperatures

and dew points at those locations were obtained from a local weather forecasting web site

([2]). The day-ahead prediction of non-base load was taken for a typical summer day with
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Figure 4: Random Demand Prediction with Three Scenarios

three scenarios, see Figure 4. Three (K=4) segments were adopted for the piecewise linear

fuel cost functions of all generators. To be specific, every quadratic cost function φ(x) =

αx2 + βx where l ≤ x ≤ u was averagely divided into three segments with breaking points

{l, u+2l
3
, 2u+l

3
, u}. The related cost for any breaking point x of the piecewise linear cost

function was computed as φ(x). To protect the confidential information, the start-up costs,

no-load costs and fuel costs of the generators were randomly selected in our experiment.

For example, the parameters αi and βi were randomly generated in a range [0.019, 0.024]

and [14, 18] respectively. The start-up costs and no-load costs were randomly generated in

[2000, 4000] and [100, 200]. The maximum spinning reserve contribution from unit i is 20%

of the maximum generation level, that is Qi = 0.2ui for all i. And the spinning requirement

was 90MW for each hour. The fixed costs and O&M costs of cooling systems were estimated

to be $50 and $3 respectively.

In our numerical study, we focused on three aspects: commitment statuses, savings in

expected generation cost and cost robustness; and commitment stability to variable spinning

reservation. Commitment statuses indicate the utilization of gas generators, which affects

the flexibility of operating decisions and scheduled maintenance of the system. Savings in

expected generation cost indicate the economic efficiency of UC decisions; cost robustness

shows the sensitivity of the power system to different levels of demand. Commitment stability

to variable spinning reservations indicates how consistent the commitment of the system will

be to different reserve requirements.
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Table 2: Characteristics of Gas Generators

Characteristic GU1 GS1 GS2 GS3-6 GK2-5
Max Output 57 710 940 57 155
Min Output 32 130 135 32 105
Min UP 6 4 4 6 2
Min Down 2 1 1 2 1
Ramp Rate 57 267 267 57 160
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Figure 5: Total Costs Changes for Different Demand Levels

The commitment statuses of the generators are shown in [85]. We note that SUC-C re-

duces 19 running statuses of all gas generators compared with SUC-0 and reduces 6 running

statuses compared with RUC-C. The observation indicates that with cooling systems, the

utilization of gas generators will decrease significantly. This reduction also makes system op-

eration and potential maintenance scheduling more flexible. Also, it shows that the decision

rule is not an optimal solution for the system.

The expected total generation cost for SUC-0 is $524,438, compared with $508,493 for

SUC-C and $513,901 for RUC-C. The 3.05 percent savings indicate that the cooling systems

can significantly improve the economic efficiency of the unit commitment decisions, and the

optimization model SUC-C is better than the decision rule based RUC-C by 0.89 percent

savings. Therefore, the cooling systems, if operated effectively, will lead to a clear cost

reduction.

We also investigated how sensitive the expected total costs could be for different levels of

extra demands. Specifically, we tested the system performance for 5,10,15,20 and 25 percent
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Table 3: Commitment Percentage for Different Spinning Reserve Levels

5% 15% 25%
SUC-0 81.06% 81.06% 84.09%
SUC-C 73.86% 73.86% 75.00%
RUC-C 75.38% 76.14% 79.55%

extra demand in all scenarios. That is, we recomputed the commitment statuses for the new

forecasted demand ds′t = (1 + l)dst for all s, t where l = 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%. We define

∆cost(l1 − l2) = Total cost at level l2 - Total cost at level l1.

Figure 5 depicts the change in total costs between the different levels. We observed that (1)

without cooling systems, total costs will increase dramatically as in the case of SUC-0, and

(2) costs for RUC-C fluctuate more compared to those for SUC-C, which indicates that the

optimization approach is less sensitive to demand changes than the decision rule.

Unlike a fixed spinning reservation, i.e., 90MW, variable reservations (usually a propor-

tion of the demand) also are used by many utility companies or ISOs ([16, 70]) to deal

with supply disruptions. We investigated the commitment percentage, the ratio of com-

mitted units for all time periods, with respect to different spinning reservation levels, such

as 5,15,25 percent. As seen in Table 3, in all levels, the commitment percentage of SUC-0

is consistently the highest and that of SUC-C is the least, which can be explained by the

benefits gained from using cooling systems. Also, we note that RUC-C is less stable in com-

mitment percentage than SUC-0 and SUC-C. This likely is due to the fact that the simple

operating rule makes the generator very sensitive to demand and reserve requirements. Fi-

nally, it is worth pointing out that SUC-C has a slight increase in commitment percentage

when the reservation level increases from 5 to 25 percent, which shows a clear benefit of the

optimization model of cooling systems in dealing with different reservation levels.
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3 Robust Unit Commitment Problem with Demand Response and Wind En-

ergy

3.1 Note to Reader

This chapter has been previously published c©2012 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission,

from Long Zhao and Bo Zeng, Robust unit commitment problem with demand response and

wind energy, Power and Energy Society General Meeting, Jul. 2012 [83]. The second author,

Dr. Bo Zeng, contributed for part of technical sections.

3.2 Background

Unit commitment (UC) problem, i.e., scheduling generators to meet demands, is a well-

known challenging discrete optimization problem. Given that generation cost is a major

component of the whole system operating cost, it is critical to derive optimal solution to

achieve economic savings. However, various factors, including uncertain customer demands,

system reliability requirement, technical and application restrictions, have to be included

in UC models. Consequently, many deterministic and stochastic UC extensions have been

proposed and solved to address different issues ([25, 40, 48, 71, 73, 77]).

Recently, renewable and low-carbon energy sources such as wind, wave-power, and solar

are introduced into the power system and are expected to have a significant increase in

future years to reduce or avoid the environmental impacts of fossil-fuels. Among those

resources, wind energy is of special importance as it is expected to provide 20% of U.S.

electricity market by 2030 ([28]) starting from 2.4% in 2009 ([35]). However, wind power

is uncontrollable and highly intermittent. Therefore it is risky to introduce large amount

of wind energy into current power systems because the intermittency nature of wind can

raise costs for regulation and hamper the reliability of the power system. To address this

issue, various stochastic programming models have been developed by assuming wind output
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scenarios and related probabilities ([25, 64, 72, 74]). However, this kind of assumption may

not be realistic as in most cases the exact wind distribution is rarely available day-ahead. It

remains as a challenging problem that how to integrate this intermittent energy into current

power system with a soft prediction that no exact probability information can be provided.

On the other hand, demand response, which enables customers to respond to variable

prices at different time periods, is emerging in the demand side management of power market.

Because many utilities have daily demand patterns which vary between peak and off-peak

hours, e.g. people use more electricity in the afternoon than in the evening. The demand

response provides a feasible approach to reduce peak time load by allowing customers to

decide when and how to curtail or shift their electric consumption based on retail rate plans,

which may charge higher prices during high-demand hours and lower prices at other times.

That is, to some reasonable extent, the power system operators can control the demand

increase/decrease at different times by adjusting the electricity price to customers. Since

late 1990s, more and more technical reports in various states have shown its effectiveness

based on results of experiments or simulations, including [33], [54] and [45]. A few research

projects were performed to investigate the impact of DR on unit commitment problem,

including [66], [67] and [56].

Ideally, if wind generation is certain or probabilistic information is available, unit com-

mitment with DR can be formulated using stochastic programming techniques. As discussed,

however, it is highly uncertain and distribution information is not reliable. To address this

issue, we propose to use a recent optimization approach, (two-stage) robust optimization,

to model and compute generators’ schedules, generation level, as well as optimal electricity

rate. Specifically, we first consider day-ahead unit commitment problem based on inter-

mittent wind energy which is captured by a polyhedral uncertainty set. Different from

probabilistic scenarios, the uncertainty set modeling method captures the randomness na-

ture without any explicit description of distribution function. Given this advantage, robust

optimization has been adopted to model and compute decisions for a few real systems where
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the uncertainty is clear but difficult to capture or infeasibility is extremely costly, see [10–15]

for detailed technical discussion and applications. Then, our model is extended to include

demand response, where a set of price levels and related demand increase/decrease percent-

ages are predefined for each hour to seek optimal price-assigning strategy. Overall, we look

for a solution that fully utilizes wind energy with the maximized return or minimized cost.

Related to our independent research using robust optimization, papers [43] and [16] also

develop robust models for unit commitment. In [43], a robust model with transmission

constraint is developed with consideration of demand uncertainty, which is described by

an polytopic uncertainty set, and is exactly solved with a Benders decomposition method.

In [16], another robust model with both demand uncertainty and reserve requirements is

solved by a heuristic procedure within a Benders decomposition framework. Compared

to related research work, our have the following contributions. First, to the best of our

knowledge, it is the first time that the two-stage robust optimization model is developed

to the next generation unit commitment problem with uncertain wind energy supply and

demand response; Second, a novel solution algorithm has been developed to exactly solve

two-stage robust UC models; Finally, a set of numerical experiments shows that the proposed

algorithm performs an order of magnitude better than Benders method and our model also

leads to clear economic benefits.

The chapter is organized as follows. We first present the two-stage robust UC model with

wind uncertainty in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, this model is studied and a novel cutting

plane algorithm is developed and analyzed. In Section 3.5, the model of UC with wind is

extended to incorporate DR strategy. The computational results are presented in Section

3.6. Nomenclature used in this chapter is listed in Table 4.

3.3 Wind-UC Model

Day-ahead UC problems typically involve different sets of decisions that need to be deter-

mined in two stages. In the first stage, the generators’ on/off status need to be determined

for the next day such that the resulting plan for those generators meets their physical restric-
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Table 4: Nomenclature Used in Chapter 3

i Generator, i = 0, 1, ..., N − 1
t Planning period, t = 0, 1, ..., T − 1
l Price and demand change level, l = 0, 1, ..., L− 1
V The polyhedron uncertainty set
ai Start up cost of unit i
ri Running cost of unit i
ci Fuel cost of unit i
et Purchase price at time t in power market
qt Sale price at time t in power market
vt Wind output at time t
vt Minimum wind output prediction at time t
vt Maximum wind output prediction at time t
θt Weight of wind prediction at time t in budget constraints
li Lower bound output of unit i
ui Upper bound output of unit i
∆i

+ Ramping up limit of unit i
∆i
− Ramping down limit of unit i

dt Demand at time t
mi

+ Minimum up time limit of unit i
mi
− Minimum down time limit of unit i

pl Price level l
dl% Demand level l
β Custom bill amount before implementing demand response
yit Binary on/off status of unit i at time t
zit Binary start up of unit i at time t
xit Continuous generation of unit i at time t
bt Continuous purchased power at time t
st Continuous sold power at time t
wtl Binary price level selection at time t
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tions. Then, for each particular hour of the next day, the generation level of each spinning

generator will be determined, which actually is performed in a real time or nearly real-time

environment. Given the penetration of wind energy, such a working fashion gives us a chance

to integrate wind energy supply in the second stage so that partial demand can be met by

wind energy, and the expensive fossil fuel power generation can be reduced. However, two

prominent issues need to be considered: wind energy generation is random, and power sup-

ply must be very reliable while purchasing power from spot market to cover the unsatisfied

demand (i.e. energy deficit) is typically very expensive. Such a situation motivates us to

build a two-stage robust optimization model for unit commitment with uncertain wind en-

ergy supply whose optimal solution can hedge again all possible scenarios and work well in

the worst case.

We consider the day-ahead unit commitment problem with I thermal units for T time

periods. In the remainder of this paper, we follow the convention that one period stands

for 60 mins and therefore T equals to 24. Note that our models and solution method are

applicable to any time scale as well. To minimize the operating cost and to meet physical

requirements, the generator on/off status as well as start up operation needs to be determined

day-ahead while the actual generation outputs and market sell/buy decisions will be made

in a real-time fashion.

Assuming that precise wind energy generation in the next T periods is known, we

present Wind-UC Model in (3.1-3.9) by integrating wind energy into classical day-ahead

UC-model([24],[36],[68]), which also serves as the nominal model to its robust counterpart.

min
T−1∑
t=0

N−1∑
i=0

(cixit + riyit + aizit) +
T−1∑
t=0

(etbt − qtst); (3.1)

st. − yi(t−1) + yit − yih ≤ 0, (3.2)

∀i, t ≥ 1, t ≤ h ≤ min(mi
+ + t− 1, T − 1);

yi(t−1) − yit + yih ≤ 1, (3.3)
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∀i, t ≥ 1, t ≤ h ≤ min(mi
− + t− 1, T − 1);

−yi(t−1) + yit − zit ≤ 0,∀i, t ≥ 1; (3.4)

liyit ≤ xit ≤ uiyit,∀i, t; (3.5)

N−1∑
i=0

xit + vt + bt − st = dt,∀t; (3.6)

xi,t+1 ≤ xit + yit∆
i
+ + (1− yit)ui, (3.7)

∀i, t = 0, 1, ..., T − 2

xit ≤ xi,t+1 + yi,t+1∆
i
− + (1− yi,t+1)ui, (3.8)

∀i, t = 0, 1, ..., T − 2

yit, zit = {0, 1}, xit, bt, st ≥ 0,∀i, t. (3.9)

The objective function of Wind-UC model is to minimize total operating cost consisting

of start up cost, running cost, fuel cost, and market cost(the cost is positive if buying

power from spot market and negative if selling power to spot market). Constraints (2) and

(3) are minimum up/down constraints ([68]). If the unit i ∈ I is turned on(off) in one

period, it has to stay in the on(off) status for a minimum number of periods, denoted by

mi
+(mi

−). Constraints (4) stands for start up operation ([24]), that is, unit i is started up

at the beginning of period t if its status is off at time t− 1 and is on at time t. Constraint

(5) illustrates the generation capacity of each unit ([36]), where li and ui stand for the

minimum and maximum output of unit i respectively. Constraint (6) ensures that the

customer demand dt should be satisfied. Constraints (7) and (8) are ramping up/down limits

in unit commitment system ([36]). These constraints require that the maximum increase in

generation level of unit i from one period to the next cannot be more than ∆i
+. Similarly,

∆i
− is introduced to restrict the maximum decrease of unit i from period to period.

As discussed earlier, wind energy generation for next T periods in general cannot be

precisely estimated. To describe its randomness in our derivation of reliable schedules for
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generators, we introduce a polyhedral uncertainty set for wind energy generation. Specifi-

cally, the wind output vt at each time t is restricted by a least value vt and a largest value

vt. Aggregated effect over multiple periods are modeled by a budget constraint such that the

overall wind generation over these periods are greater than a specific value. To capture the

intermittent nature of wind energy generation, we also introduce multiple budget constraints

over partitions of the next T hours.

Next, we present the robust counterpart of Wind-UC model, namely Robust Wind-UC

model. The most significant difference is that the first-stage decisions {y, z} should be made

day-ahead to hedge against all possible wind energy supply scenarios that are unknown

at this time, while the second-stage decisions {x,b, s} should be made after wind energy

supply is revealed in every period. The optimal solution to the robust counterpart, due to

the min−max−min form of the objective function, is feasible for all possible scenarios and

performs well for the worst case.

min
y,z∈Y

T−1∑
t=0

N−1∑
i=0

(aizit + riyit) + max
v∈V

min
x,b,s∈X

T−1∑
t=0

N−1∑
i=0

cixit

+
T−1∑
t=0

(etbt − qtst); (3.10)

where Y = {y, z : (2)− (4); yit, zit = {0, 1},∀i, t; }

X = {x : (5)− (8), xit ≥ 0,∀i, t}.

And the uncertainty set is constructed as follows:

V = {v : vt ≤ vt ≤ vt,
∑
t∈T1

θtvt ≥ V ′1 ,
∑
t∈T2

θtvt ≥ V ′2 , ...,

∑
t∈TN

θtvt ≥ V ′N , {Tn} is a partion of {0, 1, ..., T − 1}},

where θt is the weight of wind output prediction at t in budget constraints, although they

often are assumed to be one in real life applications. For example, {2 ≤ v1 ≤ 4, 1 ≤ v2 ≤
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3, v1 + v2 ≥ 5} specifies a predicted wind output in individual and consecutive time periods.

Also, since the uncertainty set can be constructed in an appropriately conservative way, e.g.,

shifting the prediction interval into a lower level and/or increasing the conservative level

(i.e., reduce V ′s) of the budget constraints, the desired reliability can be achieved without

incorporating reserve constraints.

Given that robust Wind-UC reduces to the classical UC problem if no wind power gener-

ation is present and the classical UC is NP-hard ([69]), robust Wind-UC problem is NP-hard.

So, it poses a great computational challenge.

3.4 Solution Methods

Computing the exact solution to the aforementioned two-stage robust Wind-UC model is

very difficult. Two-level algorithm is an effective method due to the two-stage natural of the

problem. Hence, we develop and implement two algorithms within a two-level framework.

The first one is a Bender decomposition type algorithm (BD), which is also used in [16, 43,

83]. The inner-level max−min problem is converted into a monolithic bilinear programming

problem by dualizing the innermost minimization problem. Solving this bilinear program

will enable us to generate a Benders type cutting plane from the revealed uncertainty set

and dual information of the innermost second-stage linear programming problem. Then, the

outer-level algorithm will then be used to refine a first-stage decision after adding Benders

cuts from inner-level.

Specifically, after dualizing the innermost linear program of max−min problem, we have

the following bilinear program, which serves as our inner-level problem. Note that (y, z)

are fixed and λ, π, ρ, δ, µ, γ, ϕ are the dual variables of constraints for the innermost linear

program.

max
I−1∑
i=0

T−1∑
t=0

(liyitλit − uiyitπit) +
T−1∑
t=0

(dt − vt)ϕt

−
I−1∑
i=0

T−2∑
t=0

ρit(yit∆
i
+ + (1− yit)ui)
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−
I−1∑
i=0

T−2∑
t=0

δit(yi,t+1∆
i
− + (1− yi,t+1)ui) (3.11)

st.ci ≥ λi0 − πi0 + ϕ0 + ρi0 − δi0, ∀i ∈ I, t = 0 (3.12)

ci ≥ λit − πit + ϕt − ρi,t−1 + δi,t−1 + ρit − δit,

∀i ∈ I, t ∈ {1, ..., T − 2} (3.13)

ci ≥ λi,T−1 − πi,T−1 + ϕT−1 − ρi,T−2 + δi,T−2,

∀i ∈ I, t = T − 1 (3.14)

µt + ϕt ≤ et,∀t ∈ T (3.15)

γt − ϕt ≤ −qt,∀t ∈ T (3.16)

λit, πit, ρit, δit, µt, γt ≥ 0, ϕt free;v ∈ V. (3.17)

Note that the uncertainty polyhedron is not complicated. In fact, we have the following

observation.

Remark 1. For any given first-stage decision (y, z), the worst-case wind is a vertex of V,

and in any worst case the wind output takes value at either minimum or maximum except

(at most) one in each partition piece taking values between the bounds.

With this observation, we can convert the bilinear inner-level problem into a mixed

integer program (MIP) and solve it by any off-the-shelf MIP solver. We mention that if the

uncertainty set is a general polyhedron, max−min problem can be converted into an MIP

based on the strong KKT-conditions of the innermost linear program. This topic is beyond

the scope of this paper.

After linearization and computing an optimal solution, (vk, λk, πk, ρk, δk, µk, γk, ϕk), to

the inner-level problem, we can add the following k-th Benders cuts,

ϑ ≥
I−1∑
i=0

T−1∑
t=0

(liyitλ
k
it − uiyitπkit) +

T−1∑
t=0

(dt − vkt )ϕkt
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−
I−1∑
i=0

T−2∑
t=0

ρkit(yit∆
i
+ + (1− yit)ui)

−
I−1∑
i=0

T−2∑
t=0

δkit(yi,t+1∆
i
− + (1− yi,t+1)ui) (3.18)

into our outer-level problem.

min
T−1∑
t=0

N−1∑
i=0

(aizit + riyit) + ϑ (3.19)

st. y, z ∈ Y (3.20)

1, 2, ..., k − 1 cuts (3.21)

Although it can be shown that Bender decomposition converges an optimal solution

finitely, we note that this method is not computationally effective. We then use a different

scheme to generate cuts. Our idea is to create a set of new extra variables {xk,bk, sk} and

the corresponding constraints, i.e.,

ϑ ≥
T−1∑
t=0

N−1∑
i=0

cix
k
it +

T−1∑
t=0

(etb
k
t − qtskt ); (3.22)

liyit ≤ xkit ≤ uiyit,∀i, t; (3.23)

N−1∑
i=0

xkit + vkt + bkt − skt = dt,∀t, k; (3.24)

xki,t+1 ≤ xkit + yit∆
i
+ + (1− yit)ui,∀i, ∀t = 0, 1, ..., T − 2 (3.25)

xkit ≤ xki,t+1 + yi,t+1∆
i
− + (1− yi,t+1)ui,

∀i,∀t = 0, 1, ..., T − 2 (3.26)

xkit, b
k
t , s

k
t ≥ 0, (3.27)

and add them to the outer-level problem to refine the first stage decisions. Since the newly-

created variables are primal to decision makers and the cuts are generated in primal space
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of the second stage problem, we denote this procedure column-and-constraint generation

(C&CG) algorithm. Although a large number of extra variables and constraints will be

generated, we emphasize that the C&CG procedure reveals the nature of two-stage robust

optimization problem compared with Benders decomposition by the following observation.

Remark 2. Given a certain number of revealed uncertainty points, the value function of the

two-stage robust Wind-UC model is exactly constructed by the outer-level problem of C&CG,

while that of BD is only an underestimation.

The algorithmic description is as follows.

(1) Set UB =∞, LB = −∞, tolerance ε ≥ 0, k = 1. Find any {yk, zk} ∈ Y.

(2) Solve the inner-level problem (3.11-3.17) given yk, zk, obtain worst case wind output vk,

update UB = min{UB, obj∗+
∑T−1

t=0

∑N−1
i=0 (riy

k
it+aiz

k
it)} where obj∗ is the optimal objective

value of the subproblem in this iteration. Add new variables and constraints (3.22)-(3.27)

to outer-level problem (3.19)-(3.21).

(3) Solve the updated outer-level problem, let yk+1 = y∗, zk+1 = z∗, where y∗ and z∗ are

optimal solutions. Update LB to be the optimal objective value of outer-level problem in

this iteration.

(4) If UB − LB ≤ ε, then stop. Otherwise k = k + 1, go to step 2.

Finally, we conclude that the proposed C&CG algorithm can find the optimal solution

in finite steps, that is, the algorithm is finitely convergent. Since any repeated first stage

decision or the extreme point in the uncertainty set will lead to LB = UB in the above

procedure, the finite set Y and the finite number of extreme points in V implies that the

algorithm will terminate at the optimal solution in finite steps. In fact, let α = |Y| and

γ = |Ṽ| where Ṽ is the set of all extreme points in V, the number of iterations will be

bounded by min{α, γ}.
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3.5 Wind-UC-DR Model

If demand response is considered, the price level which should be selected as the rate at

each time is the decision to be made, where L levels price pl and demand increase/decrease

percentage dl% are pre-defined for each time period. Therefore we have the following Wind-

UC-DR model with additional decision variables wtl ∈ {0, 1}. Since the power rate in each

time period can be different, the objective function is to maximize the profit or minimize

the negative profit. The right-hand side of constraint (3.29) is the predicted demand after

demand response; Constraint (3.30) guarantees that after applying demand response the

bill of ratepayers will not increase; Constraint (3.31) states that only one price level can be

selected in each time. In real applications the price and demand increase/decrease level can

be obtained from historical data or experiments like in previous technical reports ([33]).

min
T−1∑
t=0

N−1∑
i=0

(aizit + riyit + cixit) +
T−1∑
t=0

(etbt − qtst)

−
∑
t

dt

L−1∑
l=0

wtlpl(1 + dl%) (3.28)

st. (2)− (5), (7)− (8);

N−1∑
i=0

xit + vt + bt − st = dt

L−1∑
l=0

wtl(1 + dl%),∀t; (3.29)

∑
t

dt

L−1∑
l=0

wtlpl(1 + dl%) ≤ β; (3.30)

L−1∑
l=0

wtl = 1,∀t; (3.31)

xit, bt, st ≥ 0; yit, zit, wtl = {0, 1},∀i, t, l; vt ∈ V.

The following formulation is the corresponding robust counterpart of Wind-UC-DR model.

min
y,z,w∈Y′

T−1∑
t=0

N−1∑
i=0

(aizit + riyit) + max
v∈V

min
x,b,s∈X′

T−1∑
t=0

N−1∑
i=0

cixit
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+
T−1∑
t=0

(etbt − qtst)−
∑
t

dt

L−1∑
l=0

wtlpl(1 + dl%); (3.32)

where Y′ = Y ∩ {(3.30− 3.31)};

X′ = {x,b, s : (5), (7)− (8), (3.29),x,b, s ≥ 0}

Similarly, the first stage decision variables {y, z,w} should be made day-ahead while the

second stage decision variables {x,b, s} should be made after wind uncertainty is revealed.

Note that it can also be solved by the column-and-constraint generation algorithm presented

in previous section.

3.6 Computational Results

In this section, the computational performance of C&CG and BD is compared, and the

economic benefit from wind integration and demand response is presented. The experiment

is conducted on a power system of IEEE 118-bus system with 36 thermal units, and the

parameters are mostly adopted from [49] with some changes for convenience: first, the

fuel cost is linear instead of quadratic form ([16, 43]), and second, the ramping up/down

parameters are adjusted according to the rule in [36]. The fixed price without demand

response is set to be 15, and price levels and related demand increase/decrease are pre-

defined at each time and the values are sampled from experiment results in ([33]). The

minimum wind output is randomly generated in [0, 100] and maximum in [100, 200] at each

hour. All the parameters used in this section are listed in [83]. The algorithm is implemented

in CPLEX12.1 on Dell OPTIPLEX 760 with 3.00GHz CPU and 3GB of RAM. Profit is

calculated to be 558616, obtained from a return based on the fixed price minus the generation

cost, without wind energy and demand response.

3.6.1 BD vs. C&CG

The performances of BD with pareto-optimal cuts([51]) and C&CG are compared in

Wind-UC model. The gap is set to be within 0.5%, one budget constraint for twenty-four
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Table 5: The Performance Comparison of Two Methods

BA C&CG
cases profit time(s) iterations profit time(s) iterations
case1 596669 2239 80 594674 50 3
case2 589931 4619 70 589478 243 3
case3 581290∗ >20000∗ 120∗ 583293 803 3
case4 578362 12670 59 575876 324 2
case5 572166∗ >20000∗ 70∗ 571181 27 2

hours is used. To simplify our comparison, we let θ = ~1 in budget constraint
∑

t∈T θtvt ≥ V ′}.

We use ξ in budget constraints to control the conservative level, i.e., V ′ = ξ
∑

t vt + (1 −

ξ)
∑

t vt. We take ξ = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 in case 1-5 respectively. From the computation

results shown in Table 5, we can see that C&CG is computationally superior to BD in the

sense of less computational time and fewer iteration number.

3.6.2 One Uncertainty Budget Constraint

Using the same parameters and with a single budget constraint in wind uncertainty,

the economical benefit of wind-UC and wind-UC-DR is further investigated as well as the

performance of the C&CG algorithm. As shown in Table 6, the profit will be significantly

improved by integrating wind into unit commitment model even if we prepare for the worst

case. Table 7 shows that the system will benefit more if demand response is also considered.

3.6.3 Multiple Uncertainty Budget Constraints

We use four budget constraints that evenly partition twenty-four hours, i.e., v ∈ V =

{v : vt ≤ vt ≤ vt,
∑

t∈T1 θtvt ≥ V ′1 ,
∑

t∈T2 θtvt ≥ V ′2 ,
∑

t∈T3 θtvt ≥ V ′3 ,
∑

t∈T4 θtvt ≥ V ′4}, and

(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4) is used to capture the uncertainty budget in each period. Let (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, ξ4) be

(0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6), (0.8, 0.3, 0.7, 0.6), (0.5, 0.9, 0.1, 0.7), (0.4, 0.8, 0.2, 0.6), and (0.7, 0.8, 0.3, 0.5)

in five cases. Table 8 and Table 9 indicate similar insights that the system will benefit from

wind and demand response.

The “NA”s in Table 7 and 9 correspond to the cases with the global gap 1e− 4, in which

the CPLEX solver was out-of-memory when the branch-and-bound trees became too large for
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Table 6: The Wind-UC Results with One Budget Constraint

cases gap profit time(s) iterations profit increase
case1 0.5% 594674 50 3 6.45%

0.1% 596215 383 5 6.73%
optimal 596669 2160 8 6.81%

case2 0.5% 589478 243 3 5.52%
0.1% 589478 245 3 5.52%
optimal 589931 1293 5 5.61%

case3 0.5% 583293 803 3 4.42%
0.1% 583293 803 3 4.42%
optimal 583811 1427 4 4.51%

case4 0.5% 575876 324 2 3.09%
0.1% 578513 759 3 3.56%
optimal 578513 759 3 3.56%

case5 0.5% 571181 27 2 2.25%
0.1% 573279 55 3 2.62%
optimal 573279 55 3 2.62%

Table 7: The Wind-UC-DR Results with One Budget Constraint

cases gap profit time(s) iterations profit increase
case1 0.5% 610479 212 4 9.28%

0.1% 611379 2106 9 9.45%
optimal NA NA NA NA

case2 0.5% 604162 404 3 8.15%
0.1% 604993 1391 6 8.30%
optimal NA NA NA NA

case3 0.5% 598270 1383 3 7.10%
0.1% 598870 8646 8 7.21%
optimal NA NA NA NA

case4 0.5% 593255 1104 3 6.20%
0.1% 593311 1844 4 6.21%
optimal NA NA NA NA

case5 0.5% 587606 85 2 5.19%
0.1% 588110 165 3 5.28%
optimal 588165 1838 3 5.29%
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Table 8: The Wind-UC Results with Multiple Budget Wind Constraints

cases gap profit time(s) iterations profit increase
case1 0.5% 575010 206 2 2.93%

0.1% 577648 420 3 3.41%
optimal 577648 420 3 3.41%

case2 0.5% 582337 1141 3 4.25%
0.1% 582337 1141 3 4.25%
optimal 582505 2430 5 4.28%

case3 0.5% 581942 117 2 4.18%
0.1% 584579 257 3 4.65%
optimal 584579 257 3 4.65%

case4 0.5% 582720 491 2 4.31%
0.1% 585357 873 3 4.79%
optimal 585357 873 3 4.79%

case5 0.5% 580419 622 2 3.90%
0.1% 583057 1237 3 4.38%
optimal 583057 1237 3 4.38%

Table 9: The Wind-UC-DR Results with Multiple Budget Wind Constraints

cases gap profit time(s) iterations profit increase
case1 0.5% 590076 237 2 5.63%

0.1% 592339 595 3 6.04%
optimal NA NA NA NA

case2 0.5% 597313 839 3 6.93%
0.1% 597313 1323 4 6.93%
optimal NA NA NA NA

case3 0.5% 600869 127 2 7.56%
0.1% 601391 339 4 7.66%
optimal 601441 8318 8 7.67%

case4 0.5% 599721 265 2 7.36%
0.1% 599896 480 3 7.39%
optimal NA NA NA NA

case5 0.5% 597016 970 2 6.87%
0.1% 597398 1698 3 6.94%
optimal NA NA NA NA
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the master problems with a number of binary demand response decisions. This is one of the

drawbacks of the proposed algorithm that the size of the master problems will grow very fast,

although it dominates Benders decomposition both theoretically, as stated in Observation 2,

and computationally, see Table 5. Noting that the feasible space of the masters problems in

the proposed algorithm are identical to general two-stage stochastic programming (TSSP)

problems, one can adopt effective methods to TSSP to solve the master problems.
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4 Vulnerability Analysis of Power Grids with Line Switching

4.1 Note to Reader

This chapter has been previously published c©2013 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission,

from Long Zhao and Bo Zeng, Vulnerability Analysis of Power Grids With Line Switching,

IEEE Transactions on Power Systems, Aug. 2013 [84]. The second author, Dr. Bo Zeng,

contributed for part of technical sections in this chapter.

4.2 Background

Vulnerability analysis of power grid, especially in its static status, often is modeled as a

bi-level interdiction model (aka. an attack-defend model) or sometime as a tri-level defend-

attack-defend model, if some defending decisions can be made before attacks [20, 21, 61, 63].

In those multi-level models, different decision makers will make decisions, according to their

own objective functions, in a sequential way where each individual decision maker must

wait and consider the constraints imposed by the decisions made by previous ones [5, 75].

For example, in the attack-defend model, the attacker seeks to minimize the satisfied load

demand by removing up to K transmission lines; after the attack, the system operators

try to mitigate the loss in the environment of K lines down by adjusting nodal generation,

load shedding, and other dispatching parameters. Identifying such a group of lines whose

removal will lead to the severe loss of demand is critical for system daily operations and

long-term security. Interested readers are referred to [7, 18, 21, 61] and references therein for

its applications in power systems. For example, limited protective or hardening resources can

be allocated to those lines to enhance the reliability of the system or reduce the probability

of successfulness of the attacks. Also, those critical lines are of interest in the transmission

network capacity expansion problem to better balance risk and economic advantages. In
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fact, when K = 1 and 2, the problem is closely related to N − 1 and N − 2 security criteria

adopted in the power industry.

Because of its significance to the power industry, emergency planning centers, and home-

land security, as well as its complexity from the underlining network/flow characteristics,

an extensive amount of research effort has been dedicated to the power grid interdicting

problem since 2000. As a result, many algorithms have been developed to address variants

with different considerations and scales. Salmeron et al. [61] formulate the problem of opti-

mal interdiction of an electric power network as a max-min problem and develop a heuristic

algorithm to solve the problem. Later, they extend the model to multiple periods with the

considerations of repair times of the power grid after attack and the demand variation over

time [63]. They propose and implement a global Benders decomposition method that can

solve large-scale problems with high-quality solutions in a reasonable time. In parallel, Motto

et al. [53] convert the max-min power interdicting problem into an equivalent single-level

mixed integer programming (MIP) model through dualizing the lower-level linear program-

ming (LP) problem and linearizing resulting binary-binary or binary-continuous terms. They

also employ Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions of the lower-level LP prob-

lem to achieve a similar transformation [7, 9]. Using the duality of LP and linearization

techniques, Janjarassuk and Linderoth [42] also convert a stochastic network interdiction

problem into an equivalent MIP. Due to the stochastic structure, they are able to apply an

L-shaped decomposition technique with a sampling-based approach to solve their problem.

To reduce the computational complexity, Bier et al. [18] develop a greedy-based algorithm

to derive interdiction strategies, and report a set of vulnerable transmission lines that are

different from those in [61]. Different from the above classical mathematical programming

based approach, graph theory-based methods, in conjunction with KKT conditions, are de-

veloped in [30, 31, 57] to solve power grid interdicting problem. As a result, instances of

large-scale power grids can be solved approximately within a short time [58].
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It is noted the lower-level problems (or defending problems) are assumed to be LP or NLP

problems in all the aforementioned studies. This assumption is essential for them in that

duality theory and KKT conditions play the central role in formulation transformations or

algorithm development. Recently, transmission line switching has been analytically studied

in order to reduce dispatch cost in power system scheduling. It is observed that up to 25

percent dispatch savings can be achieved [34, 39, 40, 47]. Given the fact that the topology of

the power grid will be changed if one or more transmission lines are attacked or disconnected,

transmission line switchings can also be incorporated into system operator’s post-disruption

decision for a better mitigation effect. For example, in Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland

Interconnection (PJM), Special Protection Schemes have included transmission line switch-

ing as one operation during contingencies [41]. Nevertheless, line-switching decisions are

made with pre-defined rules, which are not analytical and could be less effective. Recently,

this idea, i.e., including line switching into the lower level decision problem, is quantitatively

studied by Arroyo and Fernandez [8] and Delgadillo et al. [27]. Because it is necessary to

represent line-switching decisions by binary variables, the lower-level problem becomes non-

convex, and strong duality theory or KKT conditions is not valid anymore. As a result, the

previously-developed techniques to convert bi-level to single-level are not applicable. Given

the difficulties to solve this problem exactly, two heuristic procedures, a genetical algorithm

and a multi-start Benders decomposition method, are developed to identify high-quality solu-

tions [8, 27]. Nevertheless, the power grid interdiction problem with line switching, especially

the pursuit of its global optimal solution, remains an open problem for researchers in the

power systems as well as operations research communities.

On the other hand, some recent research on robust optimization could be used to solve

this open problem. To provide a solution method to this challenging problem that is of

critical interest to the power industry, governmental organizations, and security agencies,

we developed an exact algorithm based on strategies used to solve 2-stage robust optimiza-

tion problems [80, 82]. Specifically, we separate binary line switching variables from other
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continuous dispatching decisions in the lower level so that an equivalent single-level reformu-

lation can be obtained. Then, a column-and-constraint generation (C&CG) method within

a master-subproblem framework is used to dynamically identify significant attacks and cor-

responding line switching decisions. Because the whole procedure provides an upper bound

and a lower bound, the quality of the best feasible solution found so far can be estimated, and

a user-defined tolerance can be supplied to achieve a computational tradeoff, which provides

a flexible mechanism for system operators in practice. Our major contributions are listed as

follows.

Mathematically, we provide an equivalent single-level reformulation of the bi-level power

grid vulnerability analysis problem. This reformulation is obtained by explicitly enumerating

line switching decisions and (dual decisions of) their corresponding dispatching problems.

However, such a cumbersome enumeration can be avoided by the proposed algorithm in

deriving an optimal solution.

Algorithmically, we develop a finitely-convergent algorithm that dynamically identifies

and includes critical line switching decisions and generates (dual decisions of) their corre-

sponding dispatching problems into the single-level reformulation. As it only considers a

partial enumeration of most effective line switching decisions, the barrier of enumeration can

be successfully removed.

Computationally, we perform a set of preliminary experiments. Results show that the

proposed algorithm outperforms existing algorithms and can derive global optimal solutions

within a reasonable computation time. As a new solution method, we believe that it can be

further extended to solve this challenging problem on larger instances. Please note that the

most realistic models that capture the post-attack behaviors often involve the dynamically-

induced transients and/or the nonlinearity of alternative current (AC) power flow, which may

lead to a cascading or blackout in the grid. Therefore, those models are more complicated

and comprehensive than the static one with direct current (DC) flow presented in this paper.

See, for example, [3, 6, 17, 22, 23, 26, 52] and references therein.
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Table 10: Nomenclature Used in Chapter 4

i Generator
j Demand
l Transmission line
n Node
m Alias of n
A Set of attack decisions
C Set of switching decisions
H |C| − 1 where h ∈ {0, ..., H}
U Subset of {0, ..., H}
xl Reactance at line l
Ml A big number for line l
Fl Flow limit at line l
Pmax
i Maximal generation of generator i
Dn
j Demand at node n

K Cardinality of attack

θ Maximum difference of connected phase angles
dnj Satisfied demand at node n
∆dnj Load shedding at node n
θn Phase angle at node n
fmnl Power flow on line l from node m to n
zl Line switching, 0 if l is switched off
pni Generation level of generator at node n
wl Attack, 0 if line l is removed by attacker

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.3, we review the bi-level formulation of

power grid interdicting problem with transmission line switching. In Section III we give the

equivalent single-level formulation and the column-and-constraint generation algorithm with

a master-subproblem framework. In Section 4.6 we report the results of the computational

study. Nomenclature used in this chapter is listed in Table 10.

4.3 Min-Max Attack-Defend Model

In the following, we present a bi-level formulation of the power grid interdicting problem

with transmission line switching. We mention that our model has the same nature as the

one proposed by Delgadillo et al. [27]. In this model, the higher-level decision is made by

the attacker, which seeks to minimize the served load (or equivalently, maximize the load

shedding) by disconnecting transmission lines. Then, after some lines are disrupted by the
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attacker, system operator solves the lower decision problem to compute the optimal opera-

tions, including line switching and other dispatching operations, to maximize the load that

can be served (or equivalently, minimize the unmet demand). The mathematical formula-

tion is listed as follows. We represent a vector of variables by using the boldface of the

corresponding variable.

min
w∈A

max
{p,d,f ,θ,z}

∑
j

dnj (4.1)

st. zlwl(θm − θn − xlfmnl ) = 0,∀l (4.2)

−Flzlwl ≤ fmnl ≤ zlwlFl,∀l (4.3)

pni ≤ Pmax
i ,∀i (4.4)

dnj ≤ Dn
j ,∀j (4.5)∑

l

f ·nl + pni =
∑
l

fn·l + dnj ,∀n (4.6)

pni ≥ 0, dnj ≥ 0, fmnl , θn free, zl ∈ {0, 1} (4.7)

where A = {w ∈ BL : wl ∈ {0, 1},
∑

l(1− wl) ≤ K}.

As reflected in objective function (4.1), the attacker can remove no more than K trans-

mission lines trying to minimize the served demand. After the attack, the system operator

tries to maximize the served demand (or equivalently minimize the loss of load) by adjust-

ing network topology through line switching, phase angles and generation levels. Note that

∆dnj = Dn
j − dnj . So, this objective function is equivalent to that of [27] where a max−min

formulation is employed, as

max
w∈A

min
∑
j

∆dnj =
∑
j

Dn
j −min

w∈A
max

∑
j

dnj .
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Constraints in (4.2) are to ensure DC power flow approximations that follow Kirchhoff’s

Laws with additional attack and switching decisions [4, 27, 62]. So, whenever the line exists,

i.e. wl = zl = 1, the classical traditional power flow equation, θm − θn − xlfmnl = 0, must

hold. Given that (4.2) are nonlinear equations, [4, 62] propose a linearization method to

convert such type of constraints into linear formulations that are computationally friendly.

By adopting that method, we obtain

θm − θn − xlfmnl + (1− zlwl)Ml ≥ 0,∀l (4.8)

θm − θn − xlfmnl − (1− zlwl)Ml ≤ 0,∀l (4.9)

where Ml is a sufficiently large number. Hence, in the remainder of this paper, constraints

(4.8-4.9) will be used to replace (4.2).

Constraint (4.3) forces the power flow on a transmission line to be zero when the line is

attacked or disconnected; otherwise, the flow will be restricted within [−F, F ] [27, 40]. Based

on the joint restriction of constraints (4.3) and (4.8-4.9), the parameter Ml can be specified

[4, 62], and the maximal difference of two phase angles at buses m,n connected by a line l,

θ = θmaxm − θminn , can be implicitly incorporated. To be specific, assume θ is explicitly given

and a line l is available (that is, θm − θn − xlfmnl = 0), then if Fl ≤ θ/xl , |θn − θm| ≤ θ will

always be reductant; On the other hand, if Fl > θ/xl, we replace Fl by a new value of θ/xl

and then the difference of angular separation, i.e., θm−θn, could be automatically restricted.

Meanwhile, we can have a valid value θ+xlFl for parameter Ml. Therefore, unlike the model

in [27], we do not explicitly include phase angle limits.

For simplicity, we follow the convention in [18, 53, 61] to aggregate multiple genera-

tors at one bus into a single generation limit in constraint (4.4). Similarly, constraint (4.5)

guarantees that the satisfied demand does not exceed the nominal demand value at load

buses. The nonnegativity constraints on generation and demand variables ensure that gener-

ation/demand will always be generation/demand. Finally, constraint (4.6) is the traditional
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node balance equation such that the inflow and outflow of any node are equal [4, 27, 40, 62].

In the next section, we first present a single-level equivalent formulation of the bi-level power

grid interdiction problem. Then, we describe the column-and-constraint generation method

that dynamically builds and solves the single-level equivalent form. We use ·̂ to denote a

decision variable with a fixed value,i.e., it becomes a parameter when its value is given.

4.4 The Global Optimal Solution by C&CG Algorithm

Note that the objective function in the original min-max formulation in (4.1-4.6) (with

(4.2) replaced by (4.8-4.9)) can be equivalently expressed as

min
w∈A

max
z,p,f ,θ,d

∑
j

dnj = min
w∈A

max
z∈C

max
p,f ,θ,d

∑
j

dnj (4.10)

where C is the binary set including all possible line switching decisions. Although such

an extension from a bi-level model into tri-level is counterintuitive as it seems, at least

temporarily, to increase the complexity of the problem, it provides a mechanism to isolate

the line switching set from other dispatching decisions. In particular, it can be further

converted into a single-level problem and solved by the recent methods proposed in [80, 82].

To see this, for any given attack ŵ ∈ A and switching decision ẑ, the remaining problem,

which is actually the classical dispatching problem, is a pure LP problem. Furthermore,

this LP problem is always feasible in that the solution with {p, f , θ,d} = 0 is feasible in all

cases. Therefore, the strong duality holds, and the maximization dispatching problem can be

equivalently replaced by its minimization dual problem. Next, we present the corresponding

dual problem in (4.11-4.16), where λ1 − λ7 are dual variables for constraints (4.8-4.9), (4.3-

4.6), respectively. Note that n|i@n and n|j@n denote the bus n with generator i or demand

j, respectively. Also, l|l = m→ · and l|l = · → m denote the transmission line with bus m

as the start and end bus, respectively.
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min
∑
l

λ1l (1− ẑlŵl)Ml +
∑
l

λ2l (1− ẑlŵl)Ml

+
∑
l

λ3lFlẑlŵl +
∑
l

λ4lFlẑlŵl

+
∑
i

λ5iP
max
i +

∑
j

λ6jD
n
j (4.11)

st. λ5i + λ7n|i@n ≥ 0,∀i (4.12)

λ6j − λ7n|j@n ≥ 1,∀j (4.13)

xlλ
1
l − xlλ2l − λ3l + λ4l − λ7m + λ7n = 0,∀l(m→ n) (4.14)∑
l|l=m→·

(λ2l − λ1l ) +
∑

l|l=·→m

(λ1l − λ2l ) = 0, ∀m (4.15)

λ7 free , λ1, ..., λ6 ≥ 0 (4.16)

Then, we can reformulate the min-max power network interdiction model into an equiv-

alent single-level model through Proposition 1-3 in the following.

Proposition 1. The min-max problem defined in (4.1-4.7) is equivalent to the following

tri-level programming problem:

min
w∈A

max
z∈C

min
λ1,...,λ7

∑
l

λ1l (1− zlwl)Ml +
∑
l

λ2l (1− zlwl)Ml

+
∑
l

λ3lFlzlwl +
∑
l

λ4lFlzlwl (4.17)

+
∑
i

λ5iP
max
i +

∑
j

λ6jD
n
j

st. (4.12− 4.16)

Note that it can easily be proven by strong duality of the linear program of the innermost

maximization problem in equation (4.10).
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Proposition 2. The tri-level model defined above is equivalent to the single-level form defined

in (4.18-4.24).

min η (4.18)

st. η ≥
∑
l

λ
1(h)
l (1− ẑ(h)l wl)Ml +

∑
l

λ
2(h)
l (1− ẑ(h)l wl)Ml

+
∑
l

λ
3(h)
l Flẑ

(h)
l wl +

∑
l

λ
4(h)
l Flẑ

(h)
l wl

+
∑
i

λ
5(h)
i Pmax

i +
∑
j

λ
6(h)
j Dn

j ,∀ẑ(h) ∈ C (4.19)

λ
5(h)
i + λ

7(h)
n|i@n ≥ 0,∀i, h (4.20)

λ
6(h)
j − λ7(h)n|j@n ≥ 1,∀j, h (4.21)

xlλ
1(h)
l − xlλ2(h)l − λ3(h)l + λ

4(h)
l − λ7(h)m + λ7(h)n = 0,

∀l(m→ n), h (4.22)∑
l|l=m→·

(λ
2(h)
l − λ1(h)l ) +

∑
l|l=·→m

(λ
1(h)
l − λ2(h)l ) = 0,

∀m,h (4.23)

w ∈ A, η, λ7(h) free , λ1(h), ..., λ6(h) ≥ 0 (4.24)

where {ẑ(h)}Hh=0 = C.

Proof. The tri-level programming problem in Proposition 1 is equivalent to the following

program:

min
w∈A

η

st. η ≥ max
z∈C

min
λ1,...,λ7

∑
l

λ1l (1− zlwl)Ml +
∑
i

λ5iP
max
i

+
∑
l

λ2l (1− zlwl)Ml +
∑
l

λ3lFlzlwl +
∑
l

λ4lFlzlwl +
∑
j

λ6jD
n
j ,

(4.12− 4.16).
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Note that C is a finite discrete set that contains all the line switching decisions, i.e., C =

{ẑ(h)}Hh=0. By enumeration, it follows that the above program is equivalent to the following

formulation:

min
w∈A

η

st. η ≥ min
λ(h)

∑
l

λ
1(h)
l (1− ẑ(h)l wl)Ml

+
∑
l

λ
2(h)
l (1− ẑ(h)l wl)Ml +

∑
l

λ
3(h)
l Flẑ

(h)
l wl

+
∑
l

λ
4(h)
l Flẑ

(h)
l wl +

∑
i

λ
5(h)
i Pmax

i

+
∑
j

λ
6(h)
j Dn

j ,∀ẑ(h) ∈ C

λ
5(h)
i + λ

7(h)
n|i@n ≥ 0,∀i, h

λ
6(h)
j − λ7(h)n|j@n ≥ 1,∀j, h

xlλ
1(h)
l − xlλ2(h)l − λ3(h)l + λ

4(h)
l − λ7(h)m + λ7(h)n = 0,

∀l(m→ n), h∑
l|l=m→·

(λ
2(h)
l − λ1(h)l ) +

∑
l|l=·→m

(λ
1(h)
l − λ2(h)l ) = 0,

∀m,h

w ∈ A, η, λ7(h) free , λ1(h), ..., λ6(h) ≥ 0

Note that λ(h) are independent for different h in the sense that each set of λ(h) is generated for

a feasible line switching decision. Then, by removing the “min” in the first set of constraints,

which does not change the optimal value, we obtain the equivalent program in Proposition

2.

In the above single-level equivalent form, decision variables are w and (λ1(h), . . . , λ7(h)) for

all h. We note that constraint (4.19) involves terms that are products of one binary variable,

wl, and one continuous variable λk(h) with k = 1, . . . , 4. The mathematical programming
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problems with mixed-integer nonlinear constraints are in general very difficult. So, it would

be natural to linearize those terms using standard linearization techniques [9, 53] so that

professional MIP solvers can be called to solve this problem. Assume that M ′
kl is a sufficiently

large number that provides an upper bound to optimal values of λ
k(h)
l in (4.11-4.16), we can

have the following equivalent linear constraints.

Proposition 3. Constraints defined in (4.19) can be linearized as (4.25-4.38).

η ≥
∑
l

(λ
1(h)
l − ẑ(h)l α

(h)
l )Ml +

∑
l

(λ
2(h)
l − ẑ(h)l β

(h)
l )Ml

+
∑
l

π
(h)
l Flẑ

(h)
l +

∑
l

µ
(h)
l Flẑ

(h)
l +

∑
i

λ
5(h)
i Pmax

i

+
∑
j

λ
6(h)
j Dn

j ,∀ẑ(h) ∈ C (4.25)

α
(h)
l ≤ λ

1(h)
l ,∀h, l (4.26)

α
(h)
l ≥ λ

1(h)
l − (1− wl)M ′

1l,∀h, l (4.27)

α
(h)
l ≤ wlM

′
1l,∀h, l (4.28)

β
(h)
l ≤ λ

2(h)
l ,∀h, l (4.29)

β
(h)
l ≥ λ

2(h)
l − (1− wl)M ′

2l,∀h, l (4.30)

β
(h)
l ≤ wlM

′
2l,∀h, l (4.31)

π
(h)
l ≤ λ

3(h)
l ,∀h, l (4.32)

π
(h)
l ≥ λ

3(h)
l − (1− wl)M ′

3l,∀h, l (4.33)

π
(h)
l ≤ wlM

′
3l,∀h, l (4.34)

µ
(h)
l ≤ λ

4(h)
l ,∀h, l (4.35)

µ
(h)
l ≥ λ

4(h)
l − (1− wl)M ′

4l,∀h, l (4.36)

µ
(h)
l ≤ wlM

′
4l,∀h, l (4.37)

π
(h)
l , µ

(h)
l , α

(h)
l , β

(h)
l ≥ 0 (4.38)
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As a result, the bi-level power interdiction problem defined in (4.1-4.7) can be reformu-

lated as a mixed-integer programming problem.

Corollary 1. The equivalent single-level linear MIP formulation of the bi-level power grid

interdiction problem is the one obtained by replacing (4.19) with (4.25-4.38) in the formula-

tion of (4.18- 4.24).

We have successfully converted the min-max power interdiction problem into a single-

level MIP problem. However, this single-level equivalent form is of theoretical interest only.

As a set of (λ1(h), . . . , λ7(h)) and their corresponding constraints must be introduced for any

possible ẑh in set C, which is actually exponential with respect to the number of lines in

the grid, therefore it is not feasible to enumerate all possible line switching decisions for any

real instances. Instead of using the complete enumeration to obtain the equivalent form, we

next describe an algorithm that dynamically identifies and includes significant line switching

decisions (and dual decisions of their corresponding dispatching decisions), i.e., the barrier

of complete enumeration can be removed.

Based on observations made in [80, 82] on solving 2-stage robust optimization problems,

it is anticipated that only a very small part of C is critical in determining an optimal solution.

So, one idea is to start with a single-level formulation with a small subset of C (i.e., their

variables and constraints) and then gradually expand the formulation by including more

significant components (i.e., their variables and constraints) of C. Note from (4.18-4.24)

that a single-level formulation with a subset of C, which is named the partial single-level

formulation, yields a lower bound to the actual optimal value. Also, any feasible solution to

the min-max formulation, which can be obtained for any attack plan, yields an upper bound,

given that the ultimate objective function is minimization. Therefore, the expansion process

can be terminated with an optimal solution whenever upper and lower bounds match. This

idea is implemented within a master-subproblem framework using a column-and-constraint

generation approach as follows.
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4.5 Algorithm Description

To simplify our exposition, we use the compact forms of all problems in this subsection.

Specifically, let y = {p,d, f , θ, z} denote the set of decision variables, including line switching

and other dispatching variables, made by system operator, then the lower level decision model

given any attack ŵ ∈ A will be

max cy (4.39)

st.By ≤ g −Aŵ (4.40)

variable restrictions on y, (4.41)

where c,g,B,A are appropriate vectors or matrices defined in (4.1-4.6). Similarly, for some

known {z(h)}h∈U ⊆ C, the partial single-level formulation is

min η (4.42)

st.Qη + Eλ(h) + Gw ≤ hẑ(h) + a,∀h ∈ U (4.43)

w ∈ A (4.44)

variable restrictions on w, η, λ(h), (4.45)

where h, a,Q,E,G are appropriate vectors or matrices defined in (4.20-4.23, 4.25-4.38).

Next we describe the algorithm in steps.

Steps of C&CG Algorithm are listed below.

(1) Set LB = −∞, UB = +∞, h = 0, U = ∅ and an optimality tolerance ε.

(2) Solve the partial single-level formulation defined in (4.42-4.45) (as the master problem).

Derive an optimal solution (w∗h , η∗h , λ∗h) and update LB = η∗h .

(3) Solve the lower level problem defined in (4.39-4.41) (as the subproblem) with ŵ = w∗h

and update UB = min{UB, cy∗} where y∗, including the optimal line switching z∗, is the

optimal solution of the lower level problem.
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(4) If UB − LB ≤ ε, return w∗h as an optimal attack plan and terminate. Otherwise,

update U = U ∪{h} with ẑ(h) = z∗, create new recourse decision variables λ(h), and add the

corresponding constraints defined in (4.43) to the partial single-level problem. Let h = h+ 1

and go to step (2).

As proven in [82], given the fact that C is a finite binary set, it follows directly that the

number of iterations of C&CG algorithm is finite and it converges to an optimal solution.

For completeness, we present the proof here:

Proof. We claim that any repeated z∗ in above procedure implies global optimality, i.e.,

LB = UB. Then the conclusion follows immediately due to the finite number of points in C.

Suppose at iteration q an optimal attack w∗ is obtained by solving the (master) problem in

Step 2) of the algorithm in Section 4.4. And for this given w∗, let y∗ which includes z∗ and

d∗ be the optimal solution to the subproblem in Step 3). It follows that UB ≤ cy∗ =
∑

j d
n∗
j .

Assume z∗ has been identified at or before iteration q − 1, it will have two consequences.

First, w∗ will be the optimal solution to the (master) problem in Step 2) at iteration q + 1

because the problems at these two iterations are identical. Second, since the constraints

and variables (4.19-2.21) related to z∗ are already added to the master problem, we will

have for iteration q + 1 that LB = η∗ ≥ min{
∑

l λ
1
l (1 − z∗l w∗l )Ml +

∑
l λ

2
l (1 − z∗l w∗l )Ml +∑

l λ
3
lFlz

∗
l w
∗
l +

∑
l λ

4
lFlz

∗
l w
∗
l +

∑
i λ

5
iP

max
i +

∑
j λ

6
jD

n
j : (4.12 − 4.16)} =

∑
j d

n∗
j , where the

inequality comes from constraint (4.19) and the last equality results from the strong duality

of a linear programming problem. Now we have
∑

j d
n∗
j ≤ LB ≤ UB ≤

∑
j d

n∗
j , so the

equality will go through, i.e., LB = UB.

Note from the algorithm description that many variables and constraints probably will be

introduced in each iteration, which increases the complexity of the master problem and may

cause the algorithm less efficient to deal with large scale instances. However, the strength

of the newly-added constraints is strong [80], and the algorithm usually derives an optimal

solution after a small number of iterations. The numerical study in Section 4.6 confirms this

where a global optimal solution can be obtained after a few iterations for all instances.
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4.6 Computational Study

In this section, we conduct computational experiments on several power systems of dif-

ferent scales. Note that the performance of the algorithm varies to different selections of M ′

in (4.26-4.37). And the values of M ′ that are used in all experiments throughout this paper

are selected as follows. Assume that line l connects bus m and n. If line l1 and l2 have a

common bus m, we call l1(l2, respectively) is a neighborhood of line l2(l1, respectively) at

bus m. And let Ne(l(m)) denote the set of all neighborhoods of line l at bus m in the power

network with the complete topology. A selection of the big-M’s for any line l = (m→ n) is

as follows with ϑ ∈ N. In our experiments, ϑ is set to one.

M ′
1l = M ′

2l = ϑmax

 ∑
l′∈Ne(l(m))

1

xl′
,

∑
l∗∈Ne(l(n))

1

xl∗
,

1

xl


M ′

3l = M ′
4l = 1 + ϑmax

 ∑
l′∈Ne(l(m))

xl
xl′
,

∑
l∗∈Ne(l(n))

xl
xl∗


The experiments include: First, on a simple 7-bus system, we compare the C&CG algo-

rithm with the enumeration of all possible attacks. Since the enumeration does not involve

big-M linearization technique, the result confirms the correctness of the proposed algorithm

with the selection of M ′; Second, On the IEEE one-area RTS-96 system, the performance of

the C&CG algorithm benchmarks the best known results obtained by multi-start Benders

decomposition method [27] to show its effectiveness; Third, on the IEEE three-area RTS-96

system, we apply combinatorial optimization based on the result of one-area system, re-

porting an islanding phenomenon in a relatively large network when it is attacked; Finally,

on the IEEE 118-bus system, we compare the C&CG algorithm with enumeration again to

show the correctness and effectiveness of the former one in a relatively complicated power

network.

The solution was implemented in C++ on a PC desktop, and the commercial solver IBM

ILOG CPLEX 12.4 was used as the MIP solver for all problems with ε = 1 × 10−4. We
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Figure 6: A 7-bus Power System

Table 11: Load Shedding on 7-Bus System with and without Line Switching

K Load Shedding with Line
Switching (MW)

Load Shedding without
Line Switching (MW)

1 90 131
2 150 189
3 210 222
4 260 264
5 290 320

mention that one strategy, which may accelerate the computational speed for experiments,

is to start from the master problem with respect to the full topology of the power network

in the first iteration [27].

The C&CG is applied to a simple 7-bus system whose topology and parameters are shown

in Figure 6. Table 11 presents the maximal load shedding with and without line switching

operations, which agrees with the conclusion in [27] that the system can benefit from line

switching to satisfy custom demand. We also enumerate all possible attacks and compare

the results with C&CG in Table 12. The maximal load shedding provided by enumeration

is identical to that by C&CG, so it is omitted. Table 12 not only confirms the correctness

of the proposed algorithm from an empirical point of view, but also shows that C&CG is

more efficient as it only involves a few iterations (attack scenarios) to obtain a global optimal

solution.

Now we present a case study based on IEEE One-Area [38]. The system has 24 buses,

11 of which are equipped with generators and 16 of which are load buses. There are, in
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Table 12: C&CG versus Enumeration on 7-Bus System with Line Switching

K Iteration of
C&CG

Time (s) of
C&CG

Time (s) of Enu-
meration

Number of Pos-
sible Attacks

1 4 1.34 1.75 11
2 7 2.64 7.11 55
3 4 1.40 18.86 165
4 5 1.64 34.92 330
5 3 0.84 47.83 462

Table 13: Configurations of Computing Facilities

Platform MSBD [27] C&CG
CPU 4 processors at 2.6GHz 1 processor at 3GHz
RAM 32G 3.25G
CPLEX 11.0.1 12.4
Global Opt. Tolerance ε NA 1× 10−4

ε for Master/Sub-Problem 1× 10−2 1× 10−4

total, 38 transmission lines, and the cardinality of attacks is from 1 to 12. We compare the

computational result for One-Area RTS-96 system with that in [27], by noting that [27] is

the only study providing an analytical algorithm for this type of interdiction problem with

line switching (binary decisions) in lower level. All the parameters are adopted from [27].

And, as in [27], two lines connected with the same towers were treated as independent lines,

and only connected transmission lines can be switched off. In addition, we set bus 1 to be the

reference bus, that is, θ1 = 0. To achieve a fair comparison on the algorithm performance,

differences between computing facilities used in this study and in [27] are listed in Table 13.

In the remainder of the section, to avoid confusion, we use MSBD to denote the multi-start

Benders decomposition method and the associated research presented in [27].

The computational speed and complexity are shown in Table 14. It can be observed

that C&CG can derive optimal solutions in all instances within a reasonable time, saving

an average of more than 95% of computational effort of MSBD. One interesting observation

is that the number of iterations is larger when K is small. One possible reason is that the

network is small so that the problem becomes less challenging after removing many lines.
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Figure 7: Comparison of Best Attacks Obtained using C&CG and MSBD for K = 8

We observe again from Table 14 that the number of iterations in C&CG is very small, in

spite of the fact that the size of this 24-bus system is much larger than that of the aforemen-

tioned 7-bus system. For example, for case K = 10, there are
(
38
10

)
≥ 400 million possible

attacks and 238 ≥ 200 billion possible line switching decisions, while the proposed algorithm

only needs 2 of them to obtain the global optimality. Therefore, our partial enumeration

strategy is very effective and the proposed algorithm is computationally efficient.

The optimal values in terms of load shedding, rounding to integers, are presented in

Table 15 and compared with those obtained by MSBD method in [27]. It is observed that

the solutions obtained by MSBD are actually of high qualities in that optimal values can be

achieved in most cases except cases K = 8 and K = 10 (although the authors mentioned
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Table 14: Algorithm Performance Comparison for IEEE One-Area RTS-96 Systems

K Time (s) of MSBD [27] Time (s) of C&CG Iterations of C&CG
1 18.48 23.48 7
2 293.31* 22.01 6
3 2261.59* 20.51 6
4 2180.67* 19.42 4
5 1610.35* 17.92 2
6 1520.47* 17.04 2
7 0.89 16.24 1
8 1312.42* 15.65 3
9 1155.64* 14.77 2
10 1029.01* 14.28 2
11 0.85 13.48 1
12 0.88 12.85 1
Average Time 948.71 17.30

that the distance of the solution to the global optimal one is unknown in [27]). Indeed, if

we use the attack provided by MSBD, we have exactly the same load shedding, i.e., 905MW

and 1017MW, for cases K = 8 and K = 10.

As most optimal attack and switching decisions are presented in [27], we simply provide

the optimal solutions for cases K = 8 and K = 10 in Table 16. For example, when the

lines in the second column are attacked, another set of lines in the third column needs to

be switched off to minimize the load shedding. Note that although the quality of solutions

obtained by MSBD are good in cases K = 8 and K = 10, they may be very different from

optimal attack plans. For example, Figure 7 shows the optimal attack and line switching

decisions derived by C&CG and those obtained by MSBD, when K = 8.

We also applied our algorithm to IEEE Three-Area RTS-96 system [38] which has 73

buses and 185 transmission lines. Five interconnecting transmission lines merge three single

areas: three lines between the first two areas, one line joining the second and the third area,

and one transmission line connects the first and the third area. The parameters in each area

are inherited from the above One-Area system[27]. The reactance of those inter-area lines is

adopted from [38].
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Table 15: Load Shedding (MW) to IEEE One-Area RTS-96 System Caused by Attacks

K MSBD [27] C&CG
1 131 131
2 279 279
3 429 429
4 538 538
5 688 688
6 775 775
7 855 855
8* 905* 915*
9 1002 1002
10* 1017* 1051*
11 1131 1131
12 1194 1194

Table 16: Optimal Attack and Switching in One-Area RTS-96 for K=8,10 by C&CG

K Global optimal attack Optimal switching
8 9-12, 10-12, 11-13, 15-21A,

15-21B, 16-17, 20-23A, 20-
23B

3-9, 4-9, 8-10, 9-11, 12-13,
12-23, 13-23, 15-16, 19-20

10 1-3, 1-5, 2-4, 2-6, 7-8, 11-
13, 12-13, 12-23, 20-23A,
20-23B

1-2, 3-9, 4-9, 5-10, 6-10, 8-
10, 9-11, 10-12, 13-23, 15-
21, 17-22, 19-20
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Instead of starting from sketch, we take advantage of the result of one-area system.

The strategy is similar to but different from the one mentioned at the beginning of this

section that it starts from the master problem with respect to the full topology of the power

network [27]. We start from the master problem with all five inter-areas lines switched-off

at the beginning, i.e., ẑl = 0, if line l is one of the five lines, namely, the restricted master

problem. Therefore, the restricted initial master problem can be decomposed into three

small attack-defend problems that are solved to optimality.

Formally, let $1, $2, and $3 ∈ Z+ denote the number of lines attacked in each single

area, and let LoadS($) be a function defined from the number of attacked lines to the

maximum load shedding in a single area. For example, LoadS(1) = 131, LoadS(2) = 279,

and etc. Then the maximum load shedding corresponding to the restricted master problem

is equivalent to the optimal objective value of the following “knapsack” problem:

max LoadS($1) + LoadS($2) + LoadS($3) (4.46)

st. $1 +$2 +$3 ≤ K, (4.47)

$1, $2, $3 ∈ Z+, (4.48)

Let IAb , IBb , and ICb denote the collection of buses in each of the three areas, respectively,

with I3b = IAb ∪ IBb ∪ ICb . Similarly, let IAl , IBl , and ICl denote the collection of transmission

lines in each of the three areas, respectively, with I3l = IAl ∪ IBl ∪ ICl . Let Ip denote the set

of inter-area lines. The master problem is

min
w∈A′

max
{p,d,f ,θ,z}

∑
j∈I3b

dnj (4.49)

st. zlwl(θm − θn − xlfmnl ) = 0,∀l ∈ I3l ∪ Ip (4.50)

−Flzlwl ≤ fmnl ≤ zlwlFl,∀l ∈ I3l ∪ Ip (4.51)
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pni ≤ Pmax
i ,∀i ∈ I3b (4.52)

dnj ≤ Dn
j ,∀j ∈ I3b (4.53)∑

l

f ·nl + pni =
∑
l

fn·l + dnj ,∀n ∈ I3b (4.54)

pni ≥ 0, dnj ≥ 0, fmnl , θn free, zl ∈ {0, 1} (4.55)

where A′ = {w ∈ B|I3l |+|Ip| : wl ∈ {0, 1},
∑

l(1− wl) ≤ K}.

Clearly, the optimal objective value of the restricted master problem defined in (4.49)-

(4.55) with parameters zl = 0,∀l ∈ Ip in the lower level, is a lower bound of the virtual

master problem, i.e., the one defined with variables zl ∈ {0, 1},∀l ∈ Ip. The maximum load

shedding is

∑
j∈I3b

Dn
j − min

w∈A′
max

{p,d,f ,θ,z}∈(4.50)−(4.55)

∑
j∈I3b

dnj , (4.56)

which is equivalent to

max
w∈A′

min
{p,d,f ,θ,z}∈(4.50)−(4.55)

∑
j∈I3b

Dn
j −

∑
j∈I3b

dnj . (4.57)

Noting that the three areas are isolated in the restricted master problem, i.e., zl = 0,∀l ∈ Ip,

the lower level can be decomposed into three independent problems. By applying $1 =∑
l∈IAl

(1−wl), $2 =
∑

l∈IBl
(1−wl), and $3 =

∑
l∈ICl

(1−wl), it follows from the definition of

LoadS($) that the maximum load shedding corresponding to the restricted master problem

is equivalent to the optimal objective value of the “knapsack” problem defined in (4.46)-

(4.48).

For example, if the optimal solution to the above problem is $1 = 1, $2 = 2, $3 = 1 for

K = 4, the maximal load shedding is 131+279+131(MW) and the optimal attack corresponds

to K = 1, K = 2, and K = 1 for each single area, respectively. Then the algorithm

continues with the subproblem, and the global optimality can be obtained when lower and
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Table 17: Results of Three-Area RTS-96 System Attacks with Cardinality 1-6

K Maximal Load Shedding (MW) Computational Time (s)
1 131+0+0 0.56
2 279+0+0 0.36
3 429+0+0 0.47
4 131+429+0 0.46
5 279+429+0 0.32
6 429+429+0 0.39

Table 18: Results of IEEE 118-bus System

K Maximum Load
Shedding (MW)

Iterations of
C&CG

Computational
Time (s) of
C&CG

Computational
Time (s) of
Enumeration

1 190 2 10.01 104.02
2 440 1 20.54 20571.66

upper bounds match. Interestingly, for all instances with K ≤ 6, numerical results show that

an optimal attack does not remove inter-area lines and actually those lines are switched off

defensively by an optimal system operators, as shown in Table 17. Hence, a clear islanding

phenomenon is observed here. One of the reasons may be that each single area is balanced

in generation and load, i.e., the power generation can successfully satisfy the demand. This

feature is related to that in [58] where a sub-area is generation rich but another is demand

rich and the attacker will tend to remove the inter-areas lines.

We also want to emphasize that the above strategy can be used in a system with different

subsystems, in which case multiple functions LoadSξ(·), ξ = 1, 2, ..., will be defined instead

of a single one. Therefore it provides an idea to address a large-scale network problem given

that its sub-area problems can be solved efficiently.

On IEEE 118-bus system, the C&CG algorithm is compared with the enumeration of

all possible attacks again to show the correctness and effectiveness of the former one on a

relatively complicated power network. This network has 185 lines, 19 generation bus, and a

total peak load of 4519MW. All the data is adopted from [19]. The result of C&CG agrees

with enumeration, and is much more efficient as shown in Table 18.
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5 Conclusion

In Chapter 2, mathematical models were formulated for temperature-modulated genera-

tion and characterized cooling system operations for gas-fired generators. Cooling decisions

were integerated into a UC model with uncertain demands, and a 2-stage stochastic UC

model was developed. A set of experiments was performed on a real power system to evalu-

ate the benefits that derive from operating cooling systems. The performance, robustness of

generation costs, and commitment stability of the optimization model were compared with

respect to a decision-rule-induced UC model. The results show that cooling systems are

economically efficient and that the optimization approach is more stable and reliable than

the decision rule in daily operations management. One future research direction is to apply

this model in a cost-benefit analysis if a cooling system is under consideration in a capacity

expansion plan. Another future research direction is to study the two-stage robust opti-

mization model with cooling systems. The latter is more difficult than those in [16, 43, 83]

because it includes cooling system on/off decisions in the recourse problem.

In Chapter 3 By introducing wind output and demand response, we construct two-stage

robust optimization problems and derive mathematical properties of optimal solutions. We

develop a novel cutting plane method to this problem. Our study shows that the robust unit

commitment model can significantly reduce total cost accounting for demand response and

the uncertainty of wind energy and the cutting plane method can dramatically decrease the

computation time compared with traditional Benders decomposition.

In Chapter 4, we study a static power grid vulnerability issue by considering a bi-

level power grid interdiction problem with line switching. We first proposed an equiva-

lent single-level reformulation to this bi-level min-max problem. Then, we developed a

column-and-constraint generation algorithm to derive the global optimal solution within a
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master-subproblem framework. The reformulation is nontrivial, and the algorithm is novel.

In particular, a set of preliminary computational results show that it performs better than

existing work. In fact, the method can be readily modified to deal with other bi-level prob-

lems with binary or integer decision variables in the lower level model, which could yield an

impact on a larger scope methodology. Moreover, given that the bi-level interdiction problem

can be effectively solved using our method, it is anticipated that the challenging extended

tri-level problems, such as defend-attack-defend (DAD) problems arising from power, mili-

tary logistics, or other infrastructure systems [21, 78], can be solved with advanced algorithm

development based on the current one [79]. Particular efforts will be extended to advance

our algorithms to study large-scale power grids with a consideration of dynamic behaviors

to address the cascading issue.
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